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Project: Children for

"What I've been through
is not who I am" Full

Sale

documentary

Jada Pinkett Smith and the CNN Freedom
Project reveal the human trafficking in the
heart of America.

In this documentary we meet Katrina, whose
childhood as a good student in a middle class
home abruptly ends when she is manipulated
and sold for sex by a trafficker.

videos

The CNN Freedom

"Nameless: a

Netflix documentaries

Documentary about Child

"

Sex Trafficking

This documentary addresses child sex trafficking
in Washington, DC, and at-large. Through
interviews with experts, advocates, and activists,
child sex trafficking is reframed as a form of
sexual violence that is often made invisible.

Biweekly podcast that challenges listeners to
study the issues related to human trafficking,
become educated voices in understanding
this global problem, and ultimately make a
difference in helping bring it to an end.

Documentary following the Denver vice
squad as they pursue sex traffickers and
rescue victims of the trade.

"I Am Jane Doe" (2017)

American mothers wage a battle against
sex trafficking on behalf of their daughters.

"Raised in Pimp City"
Hear directly from a former pimp and now
reformed survivor advocate Armand King. He
uses his past to help pave a greater future for
those males and females that may be
following the same path that he did

podcasts

"Ending human
trafficking"

"Tricked" (2013)

podcasts

"Red X Podcast: Ending

"IN PLAIN SIGHT: Podcast

Human Trafficking and

to End Human

Modern Slavery

Trafficking

"

Quarterly podcast striving to raise awareness
of human trafficking in North America and
empower everyday people to work with their
local municipalities to create a safe place for
citizens, a hostile environment for criminals,
and a second chance for survivors.

the

"stop" app

"

Episodes feature engaging interviews with noted
leaders in the anti-trafficking movement – men
and women committed to ending all forms of
human trafficking in our world – sex trafficking,
labor trafficking, and organ trafficking

"TraffickCam" app
Through this app, users upload pictures and
locations of their hotel rooms. Law enforcement
agencies can then check adverts featuring
suspected trafficking victims in hotel rooms
against TraffickCam's database of photos. The
app boasts an 85% success rate, and is used by
the FBI.

"Truckers against
trafficking" app

"Ban human trafficking!"

This app aims to educate, equip, empower, and
mobilize truckers/others in the travel industry
to combat domestic sex trafficking by learning
how to identify and report instances of human
trafficking. This organization also aims to
create a nationwide network for reporting
trafficking on travel routes.

With this interactive game, users get acquainted
with different types/stages of trafficking in
humans, from recruitment, exploitation and
escape, down to recovery, social reintegration,
and struggle to exercising rights. The goal is for
users to recognize similar situations, and
protect themselves and others.

More podcasts
on human
trafficking can
be found here

app

More videos on
human
trafficking can
be found here

apps

This app allows anyone to report suspicious
activity that may be related to human
trafficking anonymously and securely. All data
is then fed into the "Stop The Traffik"
database, analyzed along other trafficking
and modern slavery datasets, and then sent to
the proper authorities to target a response.

"Human Trafficking

"Girls Like Us: Fighting

Around the World: Hidden

for a World Where Girls

in Plain Sight

Are Not for Sale: A

Each chapter of this book examines trafficking
and how it’s being addressed in 24 different
countries such as Australia, France, Japan, India,
Mexico, and South Africa, making it one of the
most thorough explorations of human trafficking.

Memoir

BOOKS

"

"

This book gives a personal, riveting account of
human trafficking and the illegal sex industry,
while also showcasing the good work being done
to combat it.

"Disposable People: New

"Sold"

Slavery in the Global

A fictional story follows the story of a 13-year old
girl from Nepal sold into prostitution in India by
her stepfather. The novel, written in free verse,
is disturbing and gripping. The author actually
went to Nepal and India for her research,
interviewing women and collecting details to
ensure the book’s accuracy and realism.

"

Economy

This book takes a global view of modern slavery
with stories from Pakistan, India, Thailand,
Brazil and other countries. Through case
studies, the author shows how modern slavery
differs from past slavery in that these slaves
aren’t viewed as long-term investments

Child Labor Trafficking

Connection between

in the United States: A

Foster Care and Human

Hidden Crime

Trafficking

This research article looks to provide examples
of documented cases of child labor trafficking in
the United States, and to provide an overview of
systemic gaps in law, policy, data collection,
research, and practice.

This research paper examines the connection
between foster care and human trafficking in the
US with special emphasis on sex trafficking.
(Published by Human Trafficking Search)

More books on
human
trafficking can
be found here

More articles on
human trafficking
can be found
here and here

articles

An Unholy Alliance: The

